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You read free preview pages from 8 to 18 do not appear in this preview. These are centrifugal pumps such as suction-type end stage, there are varieties of building materials such as cast iron, bronze and stainless steel. Sizes from 1 x 11x4-5 to 8 x 10-13. A short connection configuration, frame mounted or driven by an
engine. Power 4500 USGPM (1000 m3/h). Loads of up to 500 feet TDH (152 m). Working pressure up to 250 PSI. Temperatures up to 250oF (120oC). ANSI with flanks and NPT. One phase and three phase of engines. 50 or 60 Hz ODP, TEFC or 3500 and 1750 rpm. Standard Mechanical Seals John Crane with high
temperature and chemical applications. NPE серии Гулдс насоса данных ЛистФорманс: Закрытый импеллер из нержавеющей стали 316LUsitation дополнительного уплотненияЭто от 1/2 до 5 HPAppliations:Повышенное давлениеBombas JockeyCirculation водыКуляция в инъекциях
литьяОбработкаОбменность обменаrsКреативные услуги Общие системы фильтрации водыВаши системыВодные передачиПолные данные листа NPO SeriesGoulds SeriesGoulds Общая информация:Закрытый импеллер из нержавеющей стали 316LApply уплотнение пакет от 1/2 до 5
HPAppliations:Водный тиражВодные производители Бутылки шайбы Промышленный прачечнаяSOilvajillas Фильтрация системы промывкиGoulds серии ISC и ICS-F Технические данные лист Общая информация: Открытый импеллер из нержавеющей стали 316 расплавленного в восстанавливаемой
плесениUp до 100 GPMApps:Ultra чистой химической воды Сервисы GeneralWater системы Ultrapure waterDepuratorsWater очисткиВодная обработкаВ обращении с напитками Фармацевтические приложения Goulds Series 3657 и 3757Ginformation:Impeller полностью закрыты из нержавеющей стали
316H до 500 GPMApps :P угодные водные feedApps в пищевой промышленности и напитков that do not require FDAManejo de qu'micosDecay returnServices in the pharmaceutical industry Water processing Goulds pump data sheet SSH SeriesConforming General information: Closed impeller in 316L stainless
steelAccessive in the rack mounting design or short connectionBastador cast iron energyUp 700 GPMApps: Applications in Sector HVACInfuse in water pressureBombee and water treatment in generalCrogle recycling Can transmit Goulds series 3642 and 3742Goulds Series 3642 and 3742Goulds Series 3742
Specification: Cast-iron pump with closed impeller, iron, Bronze or Bronze AccessoriesUp up to 90 GPMAppabilitys: Increased pressureWater pump in generalWater recyclingService as auxiliary pump Spray SystemsMarket transmission fluid Goulds series 3656 and 3756 Groups L and MInformation General :Mechanical
seal or With closed impeller, cast iron or bronze accessoriesUp up to 3500 GPMAppulations: Pressure Lifting SystemsPower TransmissionUmeo Transmission Transmission For Services in GeneralThe Goulds Water Technology multi-stage pumps are built of stainless steel or cast iron to increase pressure, Used for
applications such as drinking water, boiler filtration, clean water, etc. flowing to 750 GPM and loaded up to 1,150 feet. Goulds Series 45HB-70HB Data Pump Leaf Has general information: 45HB-70HB series of equipment horizontal multi-industry pumps with corrosion and abrasions of resistant impellers and diffusers,
stainless steel bowls, mechanical seal, copy-attached, for a maximum consumption of 100 GPM, 760 feet. The Goulds 45HB-70HB series pumps are used in large commercial and industrial applications, and are low-noise and easy to maintain. Applications: High Pressure Industrial Pressure Pressure Reinforcement
Service Reverse Osmosis Systems Spray SystemsWater deliveries in high-rise buildingsPowers in the Goulds 7GB watergun series WaterGun General Information: Horizontal type, corrosion and abrasions resistant impellers and diffusers, stainless steel bowls, mechanical seal, copple-connected, easy to repair, for
maximum cost 10G. Goulds Pump SmPcs e-HM Series General Information: 2 designs in 316 stainless steel, compact one-piece and bush type with a separate suction body, 20% thicker body for durability, premium engine efficiency, for a maximum consumption of 127 GPM, 525 feet. Applications: Food and DrinkIn-
Industrial WashIn Industrial CleaningWaterS GB Series Pump Data SheetGoulds General information: In stainless steel or cast iron, corrosion and abrasions resistant impellers and diffusers, a variety of facial materials and elostomies for mechanical sealing, for a maximum consumption of 45 GPM, 500 feet. Applications:
Water Pumping Generally Water Climamatization AcclimatizationFilterIngInversely usedService for high-pressure evaporation systems Spray System Goulds Technical Sheet e-SV SeriesInformation General: In stainless steel or cast iron, replaceable mechanical seals without the need to disassemble the pump,
environmentally friendly, with an innovative load compensation system in high-load pumps to allow the use of NEMA engines, for maximum costs of 700 GPM, 850 Water Technology has several turbine-like pumping technologies such as a submersible, a drive shaft and a surface. These Goulds pumps are used in areas
such as water treatment in the municipal sector and industrial facilities, water parks, agriculture, mining, cooling towers and others. They have different types of impellers, water or oil lubricant. The engines of the underwater pumps are hermetically sealed or type where the coil is directly in contact with the liquid that is
pure water. Goulds Pump Data Sheet DWT Series General Information: Goulds pumps DWT series underwater good pump features cast iron bowls, open or closed shaft drive with thread or Brity speakers, open or closed impellers, surface discharge or below. Applications:Increase PressureMakingInfermentInability of
municipal water Goulds pump data sheet VIT SeriesGoulds Series General information: Cast iron bowls, open-drive shaft with threaded or brity speakers, open or closed impellers, discharge on the surface or below, mechanical seal or pad. Applications: Industrial application in general Flood controlCiration
controlPressurization systemRestem Water SupplyHedingors Glass-steel equipment Goulds Water Technology is designed for the commercial, municipal and agricultural sector used for water supply, irrigation, mining, fish farms, etc. Available in sizes from 6 and further and engines to 60 HP. They can run continuously
without damaging the engine. Maintenance and change of parts is very simple and does not require special tools. These are underwater pumps for the removal of dirty water, specially designed for homes, farms, hotels, hospitals, schools, water intake plants. They can deal with solids up to 3/4. Goulds 2ED Series
Technical Sheet General Information: Building in cast iron, semi-open relentless impeller in cast iron, dual mechanical sealer, sensor leakage, can run dry without damaging components, maximum power 120 GPM, 128 feet. Goulds Pumps 2ED pumps are designed for pumping and processing wastewater into:
FarmsHospitalsHotels Educational institutionsIndustria in generalSystems for the treatment of wastewater Goulds series 3871- EP04/EP05G sustainable thermoplastic design, 2 types of impeller in thermoplastics, semi open and closed, can operate dry without components, maximum capacity 60 GPM, 31 feet. These
pumps have been developed among other uses and applications: Meat to serve Wastewater at The FarmsFruent Management in Private HomesFruent System Flood Transfer Goulds 3885 Series Pump Smudge Sheet - WEGinformation General: Building in cast iron, semi-open unchangeable impeller in cast iron, with
mechanical printing, can run dry without damaging components, maximum capacity of 140 GPM, 128 feet. Designed to process wastewater in:CollegesGranjasHogares ParticularesHospitalesHotelesIndustria in the common Systems Fluid Systems Goulds Pump Sm Specs General Information Series: Built for corrosion
resistance, the body in the cast-iron imppeller in thermoplastics, the engine is constantly smeared to extend the lifespan, with a mechanical seal, maximum power of 70 PM. Designed for applications such as: Heavy carcamosDecomer drainage system For removal of water that has accumulated in the sink, usually in
basements of homes, but can be used for any similar situation. There are vertical and underwater, there are both cast iron and stainless steel. Manual and automatic models are processed and engines are made for continuous use. Goulds Pump Sm Specs 1DW SeriesCo-General Information:Body and Open impeller of
stainless steel, mechanical printing, stainless steel diffusers with polyurethane coating to protect against abrasions designed for continuous operation, maximum strength of 3/8, maximum power of 110 GPM, 66 feet. Goulds 1DW pumps are used in such applications, How: Deep Water DrainInfusing Industrial
WaterRainingTheyy Water Handle As drainage pumps in commercial buildings Water transmission Goulds 2DW series pump SmDPGoulds General information: Driver and diffuser in corrosion-resistant polyurethane, adjustable discharge to vertical or horizontal position, double mechanical seal, maximum power 84 GPM,
51 feet. The 2DW pumps from Goulds Pumps were designed to pump and extract water from: SewersDrenajesExcavations in the construction industryStanoszanjas Goulds High Series Technical Tab General Tempering:To withstand high temperatures up to 200oF, The cast-iron body, semi-automatic impeller doors in
cast iron, corrosively resistant arrow, can run dry without damage to components, maximum strength 3/4, maximum power of 70 GPM, 27 feet. Goulds series LSP03 and LSP07 General Information: Corrosive design, glass filled with thermoplastic housing and impeller, adjustable float switch, available in manual and
automatic version, dual maze seal to protect the engine, designed to protect the engine 57 GPM, 34 feet. Applications:SewersDrenajesExcavations in the construction industryStandansUsed to handle dirty water containing solids commonly used in residential applications and small structures such as bathrooms,
bathtubs, washing machines, etc. there are also for municipal and industrial applications that require work with high load and pressure. Goulds Technical Sheet AgS Axial Series General Information: Axial shredder, cast-iron body, semi-open inalienable impellater in cast iron, with mechanical printing, designed for
continuous operation, maximum power of 53 GPM, 66 feet. Other brands of crushing pumps are available: Goulds 1GD Series Technical Sheet General Dual Instrument Seal: Cast-iron design, semi-open silicon bronze impeller, dual mechanical sealer, additional seal sensor designed for high loads, maximum power 46
GPM, 106 feet. Other brand crushing pumps are available: Used when required to move sewage from the pool into a drainage system or septic tank, the pump is installed at the deepest point of the pool to remove sewage from there. They are generally used for residential and municipal purposes. They can deal with
solids up to 3. Goulds Pump Data Sheet GFK SeriesRe patented general information: patented K-impeller, which redeems jamming with modern sewage, cast-iron components, dual mechanical sealer, vertical discharge option in NPT and flank, with sensor capability for leakage and high temperature, for 3 solids,
maximum power of 560 GPM, 157 feet. Goulds Pump Sm' GFV SeriesGV General Information: Vortex-type impeller that can handle solids up to 2.5, cast-iron components, double mechanical seal, vertical discharge variant in NPT and flank, with sensor option for leakage and high temperature, maximum power 560 GPM,
157 feet. Goulds Pump Sm Specs VTX SeriesSoforming: Can handle solids up to 2, a vortex impeller made by Goulds that works better than a conventional cast-iron body, with mechanical compaction, oil components to dissipate heat, maximum power of 208 GPM, 66 feet. Goulds series 1DM/2DM Technical sheetSpical
info: Corrosion-resistant 304 stainless steel case, 304 stainless steel unsightly impeller, mechanical seal protected inside oil chamber, clamp handle and therefore for standing, for 2 solids, maximum power 175 GPM, 47 feet. Designed to process wastewater in:CollegesGranjasHomes ParticularsHospitalsHotelsIndustria
in commonFluent Systems Goulds Technical Sheet Series 3888D4- WS D4Comform general:Iron Housing Reliable, inalienable cast-iron impeller, double mechanical seal, designed for continuous operation, the ability to work dry temporarily without damage to the seal or engine, for 3 hard substances, maximum power
620 GPM, 60 feet. Goulds series 1DV/2DV pump Sm pump data SheetG.Corrosion steady 304 stainless steel case, vortex impeller in 304 stainless steel, mechanical seal protected inside oil chamber, clamp handle and therefore for standing, for 2 solids, maximum power 130 GPM, 39 feet. Goulds 3887BHF Series Sm
Specs - WS BF General Information: Cast-iron housing, impregnable impeller closed with cast iron, with mechanical seal, designed for continuous operation at full immersion, can run dry without damage components, for 2 solids, maximum capacity of 220 GPM, 81 feet. Goulds Pump Sm Specs 3SDX Series General
Information: Robust grey cast-iron body, semi-nude in cast iron, tandem mechanical compaction in an oil chamber, with Class 1 Group C'D explosive insulation, with a moisture detector in a mechanical seal chamber, for 2.5 solids of maximum power 550 GPM, 67 feet. Goulds Series 2WD/3WD Technical SheetG-cast
iron shelter, semi-open or closed impregnable impellater in cast iron, dual mechanical sealer, with a leak detector in a mechanical seal chamber, can run dry without damaging components designed for continuous operation, for a solid 2 maximum power 183 GPM, 52 feet. Goulds 3872 Sm Specs Series - WWGG-general
information:Vortex housing and impeller in glass-filled thermoplastic, cast-iron engine shelter, thermoplastic engine cover with handle and float switch space, sturdy ball bearing design, for 2 solids, 75 GPM capacity, 18 feet. Goulds 3886 Data Sheet Series - WSSGing Info: Robust cast iron shelter, impregnable cast-iron
impeller, double mechanical seal, ability to operate dry temporarily without damaging seals or engine, designed for continuous operation, for 2.5 solids, maximum power 470 GPM, 65 feet. Goulds 3886 Series sm Specs - WSG-general information: Cast-iron housing, semi-detached doors unchanging cast-iron impeller,
with mechanical printing, can run dry without damaging components designed for continuous operation, for 2 solids, maximum power 185 GPM, 38 feet. Goulds Pump Data Sheet 3SD Series General Information: Robust cast iron shelter, semi-nude in cast iron, double mechanical seal, with sensor to detect leakage, can
run dry without damaging components, for solids Maximum power 470 GPM, 65 feet. Goulds 3887BF Series Sm Specs - WS BF General Information: Cast-iron housing, semi-exposed, cast-iron impeller, with mechanical sealing, can run dry without damaging components designed for fully submerged continuous
operation, for 2 solids, maximum capacity of 185 GPM, 38 feet. Goulds Pump Sm Specs 4NS Series Total Information:Robust cast iron housing, closed non-essential impeller made of cast iron or bronze, dual mechanical seal, with a moisture detection sensor, designed for continuous operation, for 3 solid substances,
maximum power of 1160 GPM, 140 feet, minimum flow of 100 GPM. Apps:Sewer Systems Flood ReliefWater ExtractWater Treatment Water Treatment catalogo bombas goulds pdf. catalogo bombas goulds pumps. catalogo de bombas centrifugas goulds pumps. catalogo de bombas sumergibles goulds. catalogo
bombas verticales goulds. catalogo bombas sumergibles goulds. catalogo de bombas centrifugas goulds
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